Delay dependent total (Q tot , black squares), collection (Q coll , red full circles) and pre-charge (Q pre , red empty circles) for P3HT:P(PDI2OD-T2) (a), POPT:P(NDI2OD-T2) (b) and POPT:P(PDI2OD-T2) (c). A pre-bias close to the maximum power point of each solar cell has been applied. The bimolecular recombination coefficients γ has been extracted from the fit of Q coll with the equation
Here, A and d are the device area and thickness, Q bg is the background charge that arises due to dark injection from the contacts at forward bias. 
Supplementary Note 1 -Carrier densities at the contacts
In the case of thermal equilibrium at the contacts, it is assumed that the electron and hole density at the cathode (x=0) are equal to
where N cv is the density of available states [REFKoster2005], and E g eff is LUMO A -HOMO D .
At the anode the densities are given by In the case of near-zero surface recombination, the boundary conditions on p(0) and n(L) are replaced by the requirement that the hole, respectively, electron current densities are zero at cathode and anode. This is done by assuming
where S np is the surface recombination velocity, where n(p) eq is the equilibrium electron (hole) density 5 . Near-zero recombination velocity is achieved by setting S n,p = 10 -4 m/s.
